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Abstract
The problem of delay-dependent non-fragile and robust dissipative ﬁltering is
investigated for a class of uncertain nonlinear stochastic singular time-delay Itô-type
systems with Markovian jump parameters. With the system uncertainty and the ﬁlter
gain perturbations, the closed-loop ﬁltering error system is robust asymptotically
stable and satisﬁes the dissipation performance. By constructing a
Lyapunov-Krasovskii function and applying the Itô diﬀerential formula to compute
the diﬀerential function along the system, a suﬃcient condition for the existence of a
robust and non-fragile dissipative ﬁlter is derived in the form of linear matrix
inequality (LMI). An illustrative numerical example is provided to demonstrate the
eﬀectiveness of the proposed approach.
Keywords: uncertain nonlinear singular time-delay system; stochastic system;
Markov switching; non-fragile robust dissipative ﬁltering
1 Introduction
As an important kind of hybrid systems,Markovian jump systemshave received increasing
attention in the past few years due to the fact that they have strong practical relevance in
mechanical systems, economics systems with human operators, and other engineering
areas [–]. Partially mode-dependent H∞ ﬁlter design problem was tackled for discrete-
time Markovian jump systems with partly unknown transition probabilities in [].
Note that stochastic systems with Brownian motions, governed by the Itô diﬀerential
equations, have attracted many researchers’ attention over the past decades due to the ex-
tensive application of stochastic modeling in mechanical systems, economics, and other
areas. In [], the H∞ ﬁltering problem was solved for uncertain stochastic time-delay sys-
temswith sector-boundednonlinearities. In [], the joint state ﬁltering andparameter esti-
mation problemwas solved for linear stochastic time-delay systems. In [], the robustH∞
ﬁltering problem was solved for discrete nonlinear stochastic systems with time-varying
delay. In [], the problem of non-fragileH∞ ﬁltering was thoroughly studied for uncertain
stochastic time-delay systems.
For the stochastic case, the Markovian switching problem has received considerable at-
tention, and a number of traditional approaches have been proposed in the literature. In
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[], the delay-range-dependent robustH∞ ﬁltering problem was neatly solved for uncer-
tain stochastic systems with mode-dependent time delays and Markovian jump parame-
ters. In [], the non-fragile H∞ ﬁltering problem for uncertain stochastic time-delay sys-
tems withMarkovian jump parameters was thoroughly studied. In [], the robustH∞ ex-
ponential ﬁltering was exploited to uncertain stochastic time-delay systems with Marko-
vian switching and nonlinearities. It is well known that stochastic time-delay systems with
Markovian jump parameters play a very important role in digital signal analysis and pro-
cessing. However, despite its importance, up to now, the delay-dependent non-fragile ro-
bust dissipative ﬁltering problem for general uncertain stochastic time-delay systems with
Markovian jump parameters has not been fully investigated and the relevant results have
been very few.
On the other hand, a great deal of attention has been devoted to the study of singular sys-
tems over the past decades. Singular systems are referred to as descriptor systems, implicit
systems, generalized state-space systems, or semi-state systems. The singular Markovian
jump time-delay systems have also been investigated by many researchers. In [], the ro-
bust exponential stability was studied for uncertain singular Markovian jump time-delay
systems. In [], the delay-dependent H∞ ﬁltering problem for singular Markovian jump
time-delay systems was thoroughly investigated.
The notion of dissipativity plays an important role in systems, circuits, networks, and
control theory. The dissipativity contains small gain and passivity as its special cases and
is mainly used for stability analysis for nonlinear systems. The main motivation for the
study of a general dissipative control problem is that it oﬀers ﬂexibility for gain and phase
performance trade oﬀ. Moreover, it is eﬀective to deal with robust and nonlinear control.
In [], the passivity control for a kind of T-S fuzzy descriptor system is presented. In
[], the dissipative ﬁltering for discrete fuzzy systems was thoroughly studied. In [], the
dissipative ﬁltering for linear discrete-time systems via LMIwas studied. In [], the robust
dissipative ﬁltering for continuous-time polytopic uncertain neutral systems was studied.
Unfortunately, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, up to now, the delay-dependent non-
fragile robust dissipative ﬁltering for uncertain nonlinear stochastic singular time-delay
systems with Markovian jump parameters has rarely been reported.
In this paper, the delay-dependent non-fragile robust dissipative ﬁlter designmethod for
uncertain nonlinear stochastic singular time-delay systems with Markovian jump param-
eters is considered. The system under study involves parameter uncertainties, stochas-
tic disturbances, time-varying delays and inherent sector-like nonlinearities. Note that,
among diﬀerent descriptions of the nonlinearities, the so-called sector nonlinearity []
has gained much attention for deterministic systems, the control analysis and model re-
duction problems have been studied; see [, ]. By establishing a Lyapunov-Krasovskii
function and applying the Itô diﬀerential formula, a new delay-dependent bounded real
lemma for nonlinear stochastic singular time-delay and Markovian jump systems is de-
rived. Neither model transformation nor bounding technique for cross terms is involved.
Based on the obtained bounded real lemma, the existence condition of a robust dissipative
ﬁlter and a ﬁlter design method are presented by LMI approach. Also, it is shown that the
proposed ﬁlter design method is widely applicable to singular systems and non-singular
systems by a numerical example.
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2 System description and preliminary lemma
Given a probability space (,F ,P), where is the sample space, F is the σ algebra of sub-
sets of the sample space and P is the probability measure on F . Over this probability space
(,F ,P), we consider the following uncertain linear stochastic systems with Markovian
































































































































































































x(t) = ϕ(t), t ∈ [–d, ],
()
where x(t) ∈ Rn is the state; v(t) ∈ Rp is the disturbance input which belongs to L[,∞);
y(t) ∈ Rp is the measurement; z(t) ∈ Rq is the signal to be estimated; and ω(t), inde-
pendent of the Markov process, is a one-dimensional standard Wiener process. E is
a singular square matrix, and rankE = r < n. A(r(t), t), Ad(r(t), t), B(r(t), t), Bd(r(t), t),
C(r(t), t),G(r(t), t),Gd(r(t), t),H(r(t), t),Hd(r(t), t),D(r(t), t), A¯(r(t), t), A¯d(r(t), t), B¯(r(t), t),
B¯d(r(t), t), C¯(r(t), t), G¯(r(t), t), G¯d(r(t), t), H¯(r(t), t), H¯d(r(t), t), D¯(r(t), t), L(r(t), t), J(r(t), t),
Bz(r(t), t), Hz(r(t), t), K(r(t), t) are governed by the Markov process r(t), and K(r(t), t) is
symmetric. r(t) is a continuous-time Markovian process with right-continuous trajec-
tories and taking values in a ﬁnite set S = {, , . . . ,N} with transition probability matrix
 = [πij]i,j∈S given by
P
{
r(t +) = j|r(t) = i} =
⎧⎨
⎩πij + o(), i = j, + πij + o(), i = j,
where  > , lim→ o() = ; πij for i = j is the transition rate from mode i at time t to
mode j and πii = –
∑
i=j πij. d(t) is the time-varying delay when the mode is in r(t) and
satisﬁes
≤ di(t)≤ di, d˙i(t)≤ hi < , ∀r(t) = i, i ∈ S, ()
where di, hi are known real constant scalars, d = max{di, i ∈ S}. ϕ(t) denotes a vector-
valued initial continuous function deﬁned on the interval [–d, ].
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where Ai, Adi, Bi, Bdi, Ci, Gi, Gdi, Hi, Hdi, Di, A¯i, A¯di, B¯i, B¯di, C¯i, G¯i, G¯di, H¯i, H¯di, D¯i, Li, Ji,
Bzi, Hzi, Ki are known real constant matrices describing the nominal system; Ai, Adi,
Bi,Bdi,Ci,Gi,Gdi,Hi,Hdi,Di,A¯i,A¯di,B¯i,B¯di,C¯i,G¯i,G¯di,H¯i,
H¯di, D¯i, Li, Ji, Bzi, Hzi, Ki are unknown matrices representing time-varying




Ai Adi Bi Bdi Ci
Gi Gdi Hi Hdi Di
A¯i A¯di B¯i B¯di C¯i
G¯i G¯di H¯i H¯di D¯i















Ni Ni Ni Ni Ni
]
, ()
whereMi,Mi,Mi,Mi,Mi,Ni,Ni,Ni,Ni,Ni are known real constant matrices and
 is the uncertain time-varying matrix satisfying T  ≤ I .


















)]T[fd(x(t – d(t))) – Sˆx(t – d(t))]
≤ , ∀x(t – d(t)) ∈ Rn,
()
where Rˆ, Rˆ, Sˆ, Sˆ ∈ Rn×n are known real constant matrices, and Rˆ = Rˆ – Rˆ, Sˆ = Sˆ – Sˆ
are symmetric positive deﬁnite matrices.
Remark  When E is a unit matrix, Bi = , Bdi = , Hi = , Hdi = , Di = , B¯i = , B¯di = ,
H¯i = , H¯di = , D¯i = , Ji = , Bzi = ,Hzi = , Ki = ,Bi = ,Bdi = ,Gi = ,Gdi = ,
Hi = , Hdi = , Di = , B¯i = , B¯di = , G¯i = , G¯di = , H¯i = , H¯di = ,
D¯i = ,Li = ,Ji = ,Bzi = ,Hzi = ,Ki = , system () was studied in []. The
system in this paper is a class of stochastic time-delay systems broader than others.
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In this paper, we consider a full-order ﬁlter with the following form:
⎧⎨
⎩Eﬁ(t)dxˆ(t) = Aﬁ(t)xˆ(t)dt + Bﬁ(t)dy(t) +Cﬁ(t)xˆ(t – d(t))dt,zˆ(t) = Lﬁ(t)xˆ(t) + Jﬁ(t)xˆ(t – d(t)), ()
Eﬁ(t) = Eﬁ +Eﬁ, Aﬁ(t) = Aﬁ +Aﬁ, Bﬁ(t) = Bﬁ +Bﬁ,
Cﬁ(t) = Cﬁ +Cﬁ, Lﬁ(t) = Lﬁ +Lﬁ, Jﬁ(t) = Jﬁ +Jﬁ,
()
where xˆ(t) ∈ Rn is the ﬁlter state and zˆ(t) ∈ Rq is the estimated vector, Eﬁ, Aﬁ, Bﬁ, Cﬁ,
Lﬁ, Jﬁ are the desired ﬁlter matrices to be designed, Eﬁ may be a singular square ma-
















whereMi,Mi, Ni, Ni, Ni are known real constant matrices and  is unknown time-
varying matrix function satisfying T ≤ I .
Remark  When Eﬁ is a unit matrix, and Cﬁ = , Jﬁ = , Eﬁ = , Cﬁ = , Jﬁ = , the
ﬁlter () was studied in []. The objective in this paper improves the function of the ﬁl-
ter.
Applying this ﬁlter to system (), we obtain the following ﬁltering error system:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Edx(t) = [Ax(t) +Adx(t – d(t)) + Bf (x(t)) + Bdfd(x(t – d(t))) +Cv(t)]dt
+ [Gx(t) +Gdx(t – d(t)) +Hf (x(t))
+Hdfd(x(t – d(t))) +Dv(t)]dω(t),
E˜ dx˜(t) = [A˜x˜(t) + A˜dx˜(t – d(t)) + B˜f (x(t)) + B˜dfd(x(t – d(t))) + C˜v(t)]dt
+ [G˜Wx˜(t) + G˜dWx˜(t – d(t)) + H˜f (x(t))
+ H˜dfd(x(t – d(t))) + D˜v(t)]dω(t),








)T]T , e(t) = z(t) – zˆ(t),
E˜ = E˜i +E˜i, A = Ai +Ai, Ad = Adi +Adi,
B = Bi +Bi, Bd = Bdi +Bdi, C = Ci +Ci,
G =Gi +Gi, Gd =Gdi +Gdi, H =Hi +Hi,
Hd =Hdi +Hdi, D =Di +Di, A˜ = A˜i +A˜i,
A˜d = A˜di +A˜di, B˜ = B˜i +B˜i, B˜d = B˜di +B˜di,
C˜ = C˜i +C˜i, G˜ = G˜i +G˜i, G˜d = G˜di +G˜di,
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H˜ = H˜i +H˜i, H˜d = H˜di +H˜di, D˜ = D˜i +D˜i,
L˜ = L˜i +L˜i, J˜ = J˜i +J˜i, B˜zi = Bzi +Bzi,



















































































































































 xT (t)Hy(t)dt, in this article, we focus our attention on the
quadratic supply rate
E(v, e,T) = 〈e,Qe〉T + 〈e,Sv〉T + 〈v,Rv〉T ,
where Q, S, R are appropriately dimensioned, and Q, R are symmetric matrices.
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Deﬁnition  [] If ﬁltering error system () is asymptotically stable and for all T >  and
 = v(t) ∈ L[,∞), there exists α >  such that the following inequality is well deﬁned,
then
E(v, e,T) > α〈v, v〉T . ()
Deﬁnition  Given a set of suited dimension real matrices Q, S, R, where Q, R are sym-
metric matrices, system () is called a robust dissipative ﬁlter of uncertain system () if
there exist Aﬁ, Bﬁ, Cﬁ, Lﬁ, Jﬁ, Eﬁ such that
(a) the augmented system () with v(t) =  is robust asymptotically stable for all
uncertainties;
(b) the ﬁltering error system is strict robust (Q,S,R) dissipative.
Our aim is to determine parameters Aﬁ, Bﬁ, Cﬁ, Lﬁ, Jﬁ, Eﬁ such that system () is a robust
dissipative ﬁlter for uncertain system ().
Lemma  [] Given a set of suited dimension real matrices Q, H , E, Q is a symmetric
matrix, such that
Q +HFE + ETFTHT < 
for all F satisﬁes FTF ≤ I if and only if there exists ε >  such that
Q + εHHT + ε–ETE < .
Lemma  (Schur complement) Given a symmetric matrix S = [ S SST S ], where S ∈ Rr×r ,
the following three conditions are equivalent:
(i) S < ;
(ii) S < , S – STS– S < ;
(iii) S < , S – SS–ST < .
3 Main results
Theorem  Given matrices Q, S, R, where Q, R are symmetric and Q is negative deﬁnite
andwith all uncertainties, the robust dissipative ﬁltering problem is solved for the uncertain
Markovian jump system () if there exist symmetric matrices Pl > , Pi > , U > , Ui >
, and U˜ > , positive scalars λ, λ, and any appropriately dimensioned matrices Ni =
[N¯Ti N¯Ti]T ,Mi = [M¯Ti M¯Ti]T , X = XT =
[ X X
∗ X
]≥ , and under zero conditions for nonzero
v(t) ∈ L(,∞), such that the following LMI holds:
ETPl = PlE ≥ , ()
E˜TPi = PiE˜ ≥ , ()





i PlAd    i PlBd PlC    GTPl 
∗ –λS˘     –λS˘     GTd Pl 
∗ ∗ i i –Mi PiB˜ PiB˜d i   L˜TQ  i
∗ ∗ ∗ i –Mi   –J˜T S   J˜TQ  i
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ –Ui        
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ –λI  –B˜TziS   B˜TziQ HTPl H˜TPi
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ –λI –H˜Tzi S   H˜TziQ HTd Pl H˜Td Pi
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ i   K˜TQ DTPl D˜TPi
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ –ψ    
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ –ψ   
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Q  
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ –Pl 












πijE˜TPj +WTUW +Ui + dWTU˜W + PiA˜ + A˜TPi + dX + N¯i + N¯Ti ,
i = PiA˜d + dX – N¯i + N¯Ti + M¯i, i = PiC˜ – L˜TS, i =WTG˜TPi,
i = –( – hi)WTUW + dX – N¯i – N¯Ti + M¯Ti + M¯i, i =WTG˜Td Pi,




X X  N¯i
∗ X  N¯i
∗ ∗ WTU˜W 
∗ ∗ ∗ 
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , ψ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
X X  M¯i
∗ X  M¯i
∗ ∗ WTU˜W 
∗ ∗ ∗ 
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Proof For each r(t) = i ∈ S, choose a Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional for system () as
V (x, x˜, t, i) = V(x, x˜, t, i) +V(x, x˜, t, i) +V(x, x˜, t, i) +V(x, x˜, t, i) +V(x, x˜, t, i),
where
V(x, x˜, t, i) = xT (t)ETPlx(t),
V(x, x˜, t, i) = x˜T (t)E˜TPix˜(t),














and Pl > , Pi > , U > , Ui > , U˜ > . V(x, x˜, t, i), V(x, x˜, t, i), V(x, x˜, t, i) are governed
by t, so we have Vx˜x˜(x˜, t, i) = Pl + Pi.
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When v(t)≡ ,























































































































LV(x, x˜, t, i) = x˜T (t)Uix˜(t) – x˜T (t – d)Uix˜(t – d),








Using the Newton-Leibniz formula, for any appropriately dimensioned matricesNi,Mi,
the following equations are true:
























where ξ(t) = [x˜T (t) x˜T (t – d(t))]T .
On the other hand, for any semi-positive deﬁnite matrix X = XT =
[ X X
∗ X
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where R˘ = (RˆT Rˆ + RˆT Rˆ)/, R˘ = –(RˆT + RˆT )/, S˘ = (SˆT Sˆ + SˆT Sˆ)/, S˘ = –(SˆT + SˆT )/.
Then, adding the terms on the right of Eqs. ()-() and () to V (x, x˜, t, i) yields
LV (x, x˜, t, i)








































































Hi Hi    Hi PlBd +GTPlHd  
∗ Hi    GTd PlH –λS˘ +GTd PlHd  
∗ ∗ Hi Hi –M¯i Hi PiB˜d +WTG˜TPiH˜d  
∗ ∗ ∗ Hi –M¯i WTG˜Td PiH˜ WTG˜Td PiH˜d  
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ –Ui    
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Hi Hi  
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Hi  
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ –ψ 







πilETPl + PlA +ATPl +GTPlG – λR˘, Hi = PlAd +GTPlGd,
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πijE˜TPj +WTUW +Ui + dWTU˜W + PiA˜
+ A˜TPi +WTG˜TPiG˜W + dX + N¯i + N¯Ti ,
Hi = PiA˜d +WTG˜TPiG˜dW + dX – N¯i + N¯Ti + M¯i,
Hi = PiB˜ +WTG˜TPiH˜ ,
Hi = –( – hi)WTUW +WTG˜Td PiG˜dW + dX – N¯i – N¯Ti + M¯Ti + M¯i,
Hi = H˜TPiH˜ – λI +HTPlH , Hi = H˜TPiH˜d +HTPlHd,




X X  N¯i
∗ X  N¯i
∗ ∗ WTU˜W 
∗ ∗ ∗ 
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , ψ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
X X  M¯i
∗ X  M¯i
∗ ∗ WTU˜W 
∗ ∗ ∗ 
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ . ()
Via Lyapunov-Krasovskii, according to (), if Hi <  and LV (x, x˜, t, i) < , system () is
robust asymptotically stable.
When v(t) = ,




xT (t) xT (t – d(t)) x˜T (t) x˜T (t – d(t)) x˜T (t – d) f (x(t))












Hi Hi    Hi PlBd +GTPlHd H ′i 
∗ Hi    GTd PlH –λS˘ +GTd PlHd GTd PlD 
∗ ∗ Hi Hi –M¯i Hi PiB˜d +WTG˜TPiH˜d H ′i 
∗ ∗ ∗ Hi –M¯i WTG˜Td PiH˜ WTG˜Td PiH˜d H ′i 
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ –Ui    
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Hi Hi H ′i 
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Hi H ′i 
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ H ′i 
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ –ψ
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
H ′i = PlC +GTPlD, H ′i = PiC˜ +WTG˜TPiD˜,
H ′i =WTG˜Td PiD˜, H ′i = H˜TPiD˜ +HTPlD,
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eT (t)Qe(t) + eT (t)Sv(t) + vT (t)(R – αI)v(t)
]
dt,
it is easy to get J(T ,α) = E(v, e,T) – α〈v, v〉T .
Consider the augmented system () is strict robust (Q,S,R) dissipative if and only if there
exists α > , with allT >  and under zero conditions for nonzero v(t) ∈ L[,∞), such that
J(T ,α)≥ .























ϒi PlAd +GTPlGd    ϒi ϒi ϒi 
∗ –λS˘ +GTd PlGd    GTd PlH ϒi GTd PlD 
∗ ∗ ϒi ϒi –M¯i ϒi ϒi ϒi 
∗ ∗ ∗ ϒi –M¯i ϒi ϒi ϒi 
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ –Ui    
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ϒi ϒi ϒi 
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ϒi ϒi 
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ϒi 







πilETPl + PlA +ATPl +GTPlG – λR˘,
ϒi = –λR˘ + PlB +GTPlH ,




πijE˜TPj +WTUW +Ui + dWTU˜W + PiA˜
+ A˜TPi +WTG˜TPiG˜W + dX + N¯i + N¯Ti – L˜TQL˜,
ϒi = PiA˜d +WTG˜TPiG˜dW + dX – N¯i + N¯Ti + M¯i – L˜TQJ˜ ,
ϒi = PiB˜ +WTG˜TPiH˜ – L˜TQB˜zi, ϒi = PiB˜d +WTG˜TPiH˜d – L˜TQH˜zi,
ϒi = PiC˜ +WTG˜TPiD˜ – L˜TQK˜ – L˜TS,
ϒi = – ( – hi)WTUW +WTG˜Td PiG˜dW + dX
– N¯i – N¯Ti + M¯Ti + M¯i – J˜TQJ˜ ,
ϒi =WTG˜Td PiH˜ – J˜TQB˜zi, ϒi =WTG˜Td PiH˜d – J˜TQH˜zi,
ϒi =WTG˜Td PiD˜ – J˜TQK˜ – J˜TS, ϒi = H˜TPiH˜ – λI +HTPlH – B˜TziQB˜zi,
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ϒi = H˜TPiH˜d +HTPlHd – B˜TziQH˜zi,
ϒi = H˜TPiD˜ – B˜TziQK˜ – B˜TziS +HTPlD,
ϒi = H˜Td PiH˜d – λI +HTd PlHd – H˜TziQH˜zi,
ϒi = H˜Td PiD˜ – H˜TziQK˜ – H˜Tzi S +HTd PlD,
ϒi = D˜TPiD˜ – K˜TQK˜ – STK˜ – K˜TS – R +DTPlD.
When ϒi < , there must exist α >  small enough such that ϒi + α diag(, , , , , , , I,
, ) < . Hence, there exists α >  for allT >  and  = v(t) ∈ L[,∞), we have J(T ,α)≥ .
By the Schur complement formula, () is completed. 
Based on the suﬃcient conditions above, the following criterion can be obtained readily.
Theorem  Given matrices Q, S, R, where Q, R are symmetric and Q is negative deﬁnite
andwith all uncertainties, the robust dissipative ﬁltering problem is solved for the uncertain
Markovian jump system () if there exist positive scalars λ, λ and εki (k = , ), where i is
taking values in a ﬁnite set S = {, , . . . ,N}, symmetric matrices Pl > , Xi > , Yi > ,U > ,
Ui >  and U˜ > , matrices Wi, Zi, Vi, Ri, and any appropriately dimensioned matrices
Ni = [N¯Ti N¯Ti]T ,Mi = [M¯Ti M¯Ti]T ,X = XT =
[ X X
∗ X
]≥  such that the following LMI holds:
ETPl = PlE ≥ ,
ETXi = XiE ≥ ,












          PlCi     
∗               
∗ ∗              
∗ ∗ ∗             
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗            
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗           
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗          
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗         
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗        
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ η η  η η η η
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ η  η η η η
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ –ψ    
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Q   
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ η  
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ η 









PlMi      
      
 XiMi     
 YiMi – ZiMi –M –YiMi –YiMi  
      
      
      
      
      
      
 –STMi    STMi 
      
 QMi    –QMi 
PlMi      
 XiMi     







εiNTi      
εiNTi      
 εiNTi   εiNTi + εiA¯Ti NTi εiNTi –εiG¯Ti NTi
  εiNT  –εiNTi –εiNTi 
 εiNTi  εiNTi εiA¯TdiNTi εiNTi –εiG¯TdiNTi
   –εiNTi  –εiNTi 
      
      
εiNTi εiNTi   εiB¯Ti NTi  –εiH¯Ti NTi
εiNTi εiNTi   εiB¯TdiNTi  –εiH¯TdiNTi
εiNTi εiNTi   εiC¯Ti NTi  –εiD¯Ti NTi
      
      
      
      








πilETPl + PlAi +ATi Pl – λR˘,  = PlAdi,  = –λR˘ + PlBi,
 = PlBdi,  =GTi Pl,  = –λS˘,




πijETXj +U +Ui + dU˜ +XiAi +ATi Xi + dX +Ni +NTi,
 = ATi Yi –WTi – A¯Ti ZTi + dX +Ni +NTi,
 = XiAdi + dX –Ni +NTi +Mi,  = dX –Ni +NTi +Mi,
 = –Mi,  = –Mi,  = XiBi,
 = XiBdi,  = XiCi – LTi S + LTﬁ S,
 = LTi Q – LTﬁ Q,  =GTi Xi,  =GTi Yi – G¯Ti ZTi ,





πijRj +Wi +WTi +Ui + dX +Ni +NTi,
 = YiAdi –Vi – ZiA¯di + dX –Ni +NTi +Mi,
 = Vi + dX –Ni +NTi +Mi,  = –Mi,  = –Mi,
 = YiBi – ZiB¯i,  = YiBdi – ZiB¯di,
 = YiCi – ZiC¯i – LTﬁ S,  = LTﬁ Q,
 = –( – hi)U + dX –Ni –NTi +MTi +Mi,
 = dX –Ni –NTi +MTi +Mi,  = –Mi,  = –Mi,
 = –JTi S + JTﬁ S,  = JTi Q – JTﬁ Q,
 =GTdiXi,  =GTdiYi – G¯TdiZTi ,
 = dX –Ni –NTi +MTi +Mi,  = –Mi,  = –Mi,
 = –JTﬁ S,  = JTﬁ Q,  = –Ui,
 = –Ui,  = –λI,  = –BTziS,
 = BTziQ,  =HTi Pl,  =HTi Xi,
 =HTi Yi – H¯Ti ZTi , η = –λI, η = –HTziS,
η =HTziQ, η =HTdiPl, η =HTdiXi,
η =HTdiYi – H¯TdiZTi , η = –KTi S – STKi – R,
η = KTi Q, η =DTi Pl, η =DTi Xi,
η =DTi Yi – D¯Ti ZTi , η = –Pl, η = –Xi,
M =
[
πiYM πiYM · · · πi,i–Yi–Mi–,
















X X   N¯i
∗ X   N¯i
∗ ∗ U˜  
∗ ∗ ∗  







X X   M¯i
∗ X   M¯i
∗ ∗ U˜  
∗ ∗ ∗  


















































In this case, a suitable robust dissipative ﬁlter in the form of () has parameters as follows:
Aﬁ = Y–i Wi, Bﬁ = Y–i Zi, Cﬁ = Y–i Vi, Lﬁ, Jﬁ,Eﬁ = Y–i Ri.
Remark  The robust dissipative ﬁlter design problem is solved in Theorem  for the
uncertain stochastic singular time-delay systems with Markovian jump parameters. We
derive an LMI-based suﬃcient condition for the existence of full-order ﬁlters that ensure
asymptotic stability and strict robust (Q,S,R) dissipativity of the resulting ﬁltering error
system and reduce the eﬀect of the disturbance input on the estimated signal to a pre-
scribed level for all admissible uncertainties. The feasibility of the ﬁlter design problem
can be readily checked by the solvability of an LMI, which is dependent on the upper
bound of the time-varying delays. The solvability of such a delay-dependent LMI can be
readily checked by resorting to theMatlab LMITool box. In the next section, an illustrative
example is provided to show the potential of the proposed techniques.
Remark  When the ﬁnite set S = {}, the uncertain linear stochastic system () is a gen-
eralized uncertain stochastic singular time-delay systemwithoutMarkovian jump param-
eters.
4 Numerical value example
Example In this section, a numerical example is presented to demonstrate the useful-
ness of the developed method on the design of a robust dissipative ﬁlter for the uncertain
stochastic singular time-delay systems with Markovian jump parameters.










































































































































































































































































































































































































and the time-varying delay di(t) satisﬁes () with d = , h = ., h = .. The transition
























































SupposeQ = diag(–,–), R = diag(, ), S = diag(, ). With the above parameters and by







































































In order to show the advantage of the proposed method, we consider the ﬁltering with
Aﬁ = , Bﬁ = , Cﬁ = , Lﬁ = , Jﬁ = , Eﬁ = . And all the other parameters are





































































When Aﬁ = , Bﬁ = , Cﬁ = , Lﬁ = , Jﬁ = , Eﬁ = , by Theorem , we can
obtain dmax is . × . But in this paper, when Aﬁ = , Bﬁ = , Cﬁ = , Lﬁ =
, Jﬁ = , Eﬁ = , we can obtain that dˆmax is . × . It is easy to get d < dˆ.
Therefore, we can see the advantage of the proposed method.
5 Conclusion
The robust dissipative ﬁltering problem of the stochastic singular systems with Marko-
vian jump parameters inﬂuenced by both unknown deterministic and time-varying dis-
turbance inputs and noise is treated in this paper. A numerical example is given to illustrate
the usefulness and eﬀectiveness of the proposed design method. The results of this paper
can be utilized in several ways, as stand-alone fault-tolerant state estimation techniques, as
an essential part of fault-tolerant state feedback controller design, as fault-sensitive ﬁlters
or as a bank of ﬁlters for multiple model fault detection and isolation schemes.
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